
We are excited to help give your clients time for more

REFERRAL PARTNER 
PROGRAM



Throughout the year we’ll make available to 
you, without charge, various webinars and 
other resources made available as part of our 
Referral Partner Program.

We will give you free access to a demo account 
so you can easily showcase WiseTime to your 
clients. 

Not all passive timekeepers are made equal 
Below are some considerations to look at when 

evaluating a passive timekeeping tool

Get Paid
Help your clients automate their timekeeping 
and receive commission per paid user that you 
bring on board regardless of what plan they 
choose

While law is indeed one of the oldest and most conservative professions 
out there, it’s crucial that we employ modern timekeeping methods to 
make our current processes more efficient and allow us to increase 
opportunities for billable time. 

The best way to do this is by automating processes using private, 
autonomous software designed to minimize time spent on administration 
and instead let attorneys focus on successful outcomes for clients.

. 

WiseTime 
Demo 

account

Training and 
support

What’s in it for you? 

WHY AUTOMATING 
YOUR TIMEKEEPING 

MAKES SENSE



Simple to use data outputs and integrations
WiseTime easily connects to existing systems, 
allowing WiseTime to recognize your existing 
matter IDs and send time straight to bill ing. 

Privacy and security of your data 
The entire architecture of our application is 
engineered to ensure the user retains full 
control over their data and has uncompromised 
individual privacy. 

Ease of use
WiseTime uses patented algorithms and AI 
technology that process and display your data 
in useful ways. Data can be exported in CSV or 
PDF formats, filtered by cases or time frames. 

Setup requirements & any IT effort 
WiseTime is a simple downloadable app, that 
once installed doesn’t require further setup to 
capture activities in your other apps such as 
Microsoft, or your browser. 

What makes WiseTime a good fit 
for your client?

WHY WISETIME
What makes WiseTime a good 

for your client?



Any other 
questions?
Don’t hesitate to get in touch 

mailto:susanne.kennedy@wisetime.com?subject=Referral%20Partner%20Program%20-%20Questions
mailto:omin.limbu@wisetime.com?subject=Referral%20Partner%20Program%20-%20Questions
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